Editorial

What is the true role of surfactant in the lung?

The surfactant identified in the lung has been accorded two major roles. Firstly, it is believed that surfactant "reduces the work of expanding the lung with each breath" by reducing surface tension at the air–alveolar interface and secondly, in so doing, it also tends to "keep alveoli dry" by reducing the tendency to "suck fluid into the alveolar spaces from the capillaries." Since these roles are now widely accepted to the point where they are quoted in standard medical textbooks, including the most recent in Respiratory Physiology, it would seem appropriate to start by assessing their validity in the light of recent experimental evidence.

The "mechanical" advantages attributed to surfactant have been based upon the assumption that anything which can reduce the pressure needed to inflate the excised lung is going to make breathing easier. Since von Neergaard first showed that the pressure differential needed to inflate an excised lung with air is reduced about tenfold when using saline for inflation—that is, when the interface between the air and aqueous hypophase is eliminated—there has been no doubt that the interface itself provides the predominant contribution to lung recoil. Hence it is argued that any factor which can reduce surface forces should make breathing easier and this would include surfactants, especially if they reduce the interfacial tension at the alveolar surface from 50 dynes/cm for plasma to the very low value of 2 dynes/cm recorded in vitro for synthetic dipalmityl lecithin (DPL) and even for lung extracts. Dipalmityl lecithin has been identified as one of the most surface active substances present.

While this may offer a plausible explanation for the presence of DPL and other surfactants, it must be remembered that, in normal breathing, the lung is not excised but is located within the thoracic cavity. Hence it is mechanically coupled to the chest wall and diaphragm—also elastic structures—with no opportunity for independent movement. The lung tends to "pull in" the chest wall with the same force that the chest wall exerts to inflate the lung such that, at rest, they reach a position of mutual mechanical equilibrium and then exchange potential energy during the respiratory cycle. It does not necessarily make breathing any easier if lung recoil is reduced by greatly reducing surface tension in locating a potent surfactant at the alveolar-air interface. In other words, a position of mechanical equilibrium reached at lower lung recoil (larger FRC) need not necessarily offer a more efficient pressure-volume cycle during active ventilation and, hence, less work of breathing.

Before discussing the vital question of work of breathing, the above criticisms of the popular belief that surfactant is present primarily to reduce surface tension is somewhat academic, since the lung and chest wall adopt a particular point of mechanical equilibrium at normal compression of the alveolar surface—that is, at FRC—whatever the theoretical reasons. Hence another approach to this issue is to ask what surface tension provides the lung recoil needed to realise the normal state.

Since the original work of von Neergaard, the Laplace equation (\(\Delta P = 2\gamma/r\)) has been used almost universally to relate surface tension (\(\gamma\)) and radius (\(r\)) to the pressure differential (\(\Delta P\)) needed to overcome surface forces as though the alveolus were a bubble. At FRC, \(\Delta P\) is about 7 cm wg for an alveolar diameter (2r) ranging from 75 to 300 \(\mu\)m for a geometric mean of 150 \(\mu\)m. For these figures the Laplace equation gives a surface tension (\(\gamma\)) of 26 dyne/cm for the lowest lung volume during normal breathing. This is many fold higher than the minimal values of about 2 dyne/cm quoted from conventional studies of surfactant. However, that value is encompassed by the range of 24–34 dyne/cm for the surface tension of DPL films actually measured in vitro under "physiological" conditions. These include simultaneous humidification, and selection of body temperature, respiratory frequency, and amplitude of area change along with physiological DPL concentrations and pH of plasma or Ringer's
solution as the aqueous hypophase. This indicates
that, by reducing surface tension from 50 dyne/cm
for plasma to 24–34 dyne/cm, surfactant is play-
ing a much more modest role than is generally
believed in this regard and yet the change from
34 to 24 dyne/cm found for a “physiological”
area change is still twice the minimum needed to
impart alveolar stability, another role attributed
to surfactant\(^5\) and not disputed here. It is most
interesting that higher values of surface tension
have also been found using “wetted” surfactant.\(^3\)

Before leaving mechanical aspects to discuss
what other roles surfactant may play, the vital
issue concerns the source of the work of breath-
ing. Under no-flow conditions, this has been
largely attributed to the lung itself, since the
excised lung displays wide pressure–volume loops
otherwise known as compliance hysteresis. This
has, in turn, been widely attributed to the sur-
factant,\(^7\) since surfaces with films of those sur-
factants prepared in vitro show wide loops in
surface tension versus surface area (\(\gamma\)–A) when
cycled under the same conventional conditions\(^5\)\(^7\)
as were used in reporting the low values of the
order of 2 dyne/cm mentioned earlier. Thus there
has been something of a contradiction in the
literature in that surfactant has been claimed, on
the one hand, to make breathing easier by reduc-
sing surface tension and yet, on the other hand,
blamed for much of the work of breathing by
virtue of its contribution to compliance hysteresis.
If the earlier argument advanced in this paper is
essentially correct, then we should not consider
absolute values of surface tension at the air–
alveolar interface, but the hysteresis represented
by the \(\gamma\)–A loops. However the very wide \(\gamma\)–A loops
—that is, gross surface hysteresis—usually attri-
buted to surfactant\(^8\)\(^7\) raises the basic question as
to why the body would incorporate cells in the
lung for producing a surfactant which would
increase the area of the pressure–volume loop and
so cause more work of breathing, the all-important
parameter in both health and disease. It was,
therefore, most reassuring to find that, when the
surface tension of DPL films was measured under
“physiological” conditions, there was virtually no
\(\gamma\)–A hysteresis.\(^6\) This restores confidence in
the general rule that the body would not produce a
compound to make it work harder.

Compliance hysteresis of the excised lung—the
phenomenon leading to studies in surface hystere-
sis—can be attributed to “geometric irreversi-
bility” of lung surfaces\(^6\)\(^9\) rather than to surfactant
per se. This is fairly obvious from observing the
contortions of excised lung segments during in-
flation or simply comparing the much wider
pressure–volume loops from excised lung with
those for pleural pressure with the lungs in situ—as reflected by oesophageal pressure. More-
over, our latest experimental evidence tends to
confirm this concept that compliance hysteresis
of the excised lung is largely an artefact intro-
duced when that lung is excised from the body
and allowed to change volume unrestricted by the
geometric constraints imposed by the thoracic
cavity.

The above arguments de-emphasise the direct
mechanical role of surfactant—other than as a
lubricant and alveolar stabilising agent—and
therefore lead to one vital question. If DPL and
other agents cause only modest reductions in
surface tension, why are they present at all, and
for what other reason would the body provide a
substance which is otherwise so highly surface
active? One clue may be provided by the finding
that DPL can induce a contact angle at epithelial
surfaces.\(^10\) In surface physics,\(^11\) a contact angle
signifies non-wettability as observed when water
placed upon an oily surface forms droplets rather
than a continuous film. The above finding is not
surprising when considering that, although tech-
ically amphoteric, DPL is effectively a cationic
surfactant—unlike anionic detergents or nonionic
Tween 20 used in previous lung studies.\(^5\)

From a chemical standpoint, the DPL mole-
cule has the two major features which characterise
cationic surfactants—a particular group of
surface active agents which have been under
intense investigation over the last decade or so as
their very important industrial applications\(^12\) have
been realised. The first structural feature is the
quaternary nitrogen ion whose positive charge en-
ables the whole molecule to be attached quite
firmly to any surface containing negative charges
such as abound in the pulmonary membrane. The
second feature is the long hydrocarbon chains
which are then orientated outwards to provide a
hydrophobic surface with consequent lack of
wettability. In industry, one of the major appli-
cations of such compounds concerns water repel-
licity where the textile chemists can treat fabrics
containing negative surface charges (grafted
cotton) to render it waterproof and yet, as they
say,\(^13\) “able to breathe”—that is gases and water
vapour can diffuse freely in both directions and
yet liquid water cannot enter the fabric.\(^13\) The
best cationic surfactants for this purpose induce a
large contact angle with the least reduction in
surface tension,\(^11\) exactly the combination of pro-
properties induced by DPL under physiological con-
ditions. Hence it is tempting to speculate that one of the roles of DPL in the lung is as a water-repellent in helping to keep the alveolar surfaces dry. DPL has often been implicated in oedema. The above mechanism would seem rather more plausible than any based upon capillarity since any feature of the surface in reducing the tendency for fluid to enter the vascular side of a "pore" would equally reduce the tendency for the fluid to emerge at the other end.

Another reason for considering lung surfactants as waterproofing agents is that other cationic surfactants applied to textiles with negative surface charges can raise the "water entry pressure" to over one atmosphere—that is, to several orders of magnitude in excess of pulmonary arterial pressure. Thus DPL in the lung would need to have only one per cent of the efficiency of other cationic surfactants in those systems for it to keep the airways dry. In vivo evidence to support this new concept is provided by the finding that agents selected as antifoams, for example, some silicones, offer appreciable protection against acute pulmonary oedema. This is most pertinent since antifoams act by inducing a contact angle and, hence, most of those substances induce water-repellency when applied to a surface. This possible role for lung surfactant may have come at an opportune time now that the validity of the Starling hypothesis, and the whole question of pulmonary homeostasis, is under intense re-examination. Since the body seldom relies upon a single mode of preventing any untoward effect, waterproofing could well provide a back-up defence against alveolar oedema.

Viewed alone, however, the above hypothesis might appear to be deficient in explaining how homeostasis would be re-established after a "break-through" such as occurs after an episode of intense pulmonary hypertension. This can be compared to the boy who touches the inside of a tent during a rainstorm and starts a drip which cannot be stopped. It is interesting to note that re-establishment of homeostasis takes much longer than predicted on the basis of oncotic pressures. In attempting to explain the repair of a "break-through" by the waterproofing model, it must be remembered that, unlike the example of the tent in the rain, alveolar type 2 cells are continuously secreting surfactant on to the alveolar surface while similar cationic surfactants are often used industrially as "de-watering" agents. In this regard, they have wide application as the additives which make oils "oily" and represent the ingredient of lubricants and underseals for cars which enable those compounds to make true contact with the surface which they lubricate or protect from corrosion. Essentially they act by displacing the thin film of water which coats most surfaces by exploiting the strong affinity of the charged quaternary nitrogen for the surface, thus leaving the hydrophobic tails facing outwards to provide a new surface highly compatible with the oil. In so doing, they displace the water film just as one could envisage DPL mobilising any transmitted water wetting the alveolar lining for its subsequent removal via the mucociliary escalator system.

The implied tendency for surfactant to get beneath the aqueous hypophase and "mobilise" it in preference to spreading over its interface with air is consistent with electron microscopic studies. Most of these do not show macromolecules at this interface nor a continuous liquid lining to the alveoli but "pooling" of the fluid, not unlike the distribution of water placed upon a rough hydrophobic surface. Thus water repellency imparted by surfactant would not only aid homeostasis but, by breaking up the surface layer, would also improve gas transfer by reducing the blood–air barrier just as water repellents can be used in steam engines to induce "dropwise" condensation and so improve heat transfer at the condenser walls.

Yet another and most important commercial application of cationic surfactants is their use as "fabric softeners". Their absorption on to the surfaces of fibres causes the filaments of the yarn to separate, thus imparting a much softer "feel" to the garment, a quality much exploited in commercial advertising. Just as it is highly desirable to prevent filaments from clumping together in a yarn, so it would be most desirable to maintain the integrity of the extremely delicate architecture of the lung with microvilii freely protruding into alveolar air to provide the enormous surface area needed for efficient gas transfer. It is therefore tempting to speculate upon how a deficit of surfactant could lead to a gradual degradation of the fine structure of the lung such as observed in emphysema. Indeed, from looking at back-scatter electronmicrographs of lungs and textile fibres, there is a marked similarity between pulmonary capillaries evenly suspended in air and the fibres of a yarn treated with a cationic surfactant.

Yet another interesting industrial application of cationic surfactants is their wide use as surface fungicides and bactericides. This immediately implies that such roles are possible for DPL in the lung—although unlikely.
The foregoing discussion emphasises the point that the lung surfactant system is essentially cationic and may have many additional roles in which the conventional emphasis upon reduction of surface tension at the air-alveolar interface may be something of a "red herring". While these are all beneficial properties under normal conditions, there could be adverse effects under unnatural circumstances, such as after surgery or during decompression of a diver, when the pulmonary circulation would filter out any air emboli entering the venous system. Lung surfactant gradually migrates to the surface of these bubbles when reduction of their surface area upon dissolving or recompression could facilitate their release as arterial emboli. If the surface tension induced by such surfactants were not much higher than quoted conventionally, that is, not up to "physiological" values—arterial air embolism might be a much more common clinical finding.
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